Walk in place as we shelter in place
Turn steps into dollars for charity
Like many other organizations, we rely heavily on public events to raise money for NKH research. In light of our current global state, we decided to host a virtual "walk-a-thon" to raise funds for NKH research and awareness. Each Zoom the Room Team will host a Zoom meeting on their respective date. We will walk, ride, laugh, and enjoy the company of each other, from afar. We urge you to get involved in the first ever Zoom the Room and help us as we continue our fight to save the lives of hundreds of children around the world.

There has never been a more important time for all of us to step up. Join a Zoom the Room team today and help raise money and awareness for Gene Therapy to Cure NKH while promoting the safe practices of social distancing by using Zoom video technology.

Join team Nora Jane today!!
Saturday, May 23rd 11:00am EST
Hosted by Nora Jane Foundation
https://norajane.zoomwalkathon.com/

Join team Thomas today!!
Thursday, May 28th 630pm EST
Hosted by NKH Crusaders
https://teamthomas.zoomwalkathon.com/

Join team LuLu Rose today!!
Saturday, May 16th 12:00pm EST
Hosted by Lucas John Foundation and Isla Rose Foundation
https://lulurose.zoomwalkathon.com/

Can’t Join Us for the Event?
Participate in the #NKH5Challenge
Walk 5 laps, donate $5.00 to NKH research.
Nominate 5 friends to join in!
Be featured on our site! Post your photo on social media with the hashtag #NKH5Challenge